
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reference abstracts of  
 

KV 2/961-962 & KV 2/963  
Part II  

 
Englandspiel and Nordpol affair 

 
This document contains materials derived from these latter file series 

 
Its purpose: is, to be used as a kind of reference document, containing my personal selection 
of report sections; considered being of relevance; but in no way telling the story integrally. 

 
My input: I have in almost every case created transcripts of the just reproduced file content. 

However, adding my personal opinion; always accompanied by: (AOB, My comment)  
 

Please do not multiply this document 
 

Remember: that the section-copies still do obey to Crown Copyright  
 

 
This document is of an extraordinary content; in which personal fates of many brave men 

have been brought at stake, due to severe ignorance on the British S.O.E. side. 
 

Please consider before studying this file: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englandspiel  English version 

 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englandspiel German language version 

 
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englandspiel Dutch language version 

 
As to confront you with a wider spectrum in this intriguing complex matter, 
I would like to proceed with Giskes’ second chapter, in due course, with:  

 
Huntemann’s Case 

and 
Schreieder’s case 

By Arthur O. Bauer 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englandspiel
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englandspiel
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englandspiel
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Finance – Geheim Fonds. 
 All expenditure not of an ordinary military character was made out of Geheime Fonds 
also called Geheim Haushalt. G. Fonds payments included all those made on account of 
purely Abwehr work. (AOB, their salaries were paid for by the OKW) The Ast staff 
paymaster (AOB, often abbreviated: ZF) was responsible for both open and secret accounts 
but in large Stellen there was sometimes a special paymaster, under the staff paymaster, 
responsible for G. Funds only. 
 

 
Procedure in Holland. 
 The same procedure was in force except that, owing to the fact that the Referat III F 
(counter espionage branch in The Hague) was always was always situated at some distance 
from the main offices of the Ast (Abwehrstelle), 3,000 Gulden were always held by as 
‘afloat’ which were accountable to the paymaster.  Payments of more than 500 Gulden 
(Guilders) had to be sanctioned in advance by the Leiter Ast provided that were not recurring 
payments which had already been approved. French and Belgian currency were also used for 
payments;  the approval of Berlin was not required. Average monthly payments reached about 
8,000 Gulden. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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   23rd July, 1945 

Dear Miss Bingham, 
Obst. Staehle. 

 Thank you for your PF 601712 (Giskes) …. Of the 18th July 
 I regret that we have no trace of this man in our records. 
 It would be most unlikely that the coded message which was discovered at the 
beginning of February 1944 in The Hague, would be anything to do with any of ours W/T 
operators, as we had no agents transmitting at that time. 
 You will recall that the Nordpol affair had continued until about Autumn of 1943, and 
that there was a gap in our activities in Holland until about March 1944. In any case our 
Country Section cannot recall ever receiving the message in question. 
       Yours sincerely 
        J. Delaforce, Major  
Miss L.M. Bingham 
S.H.A.E.F. War Room, 
Ryder Street. 
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With reference to Mr. Wilson’s memo to Colonel Stephens dated 18.7.45 

(AOB, Colonel Stephens was directing Camp 020, but had poor reputation, and was later, in 
the 1940, dismissed due to poor behaviour against prisoners) 
 Van der Reyden. 
 To the best knowledge of Giskes’ memory Van der Reyden (Reijden?) was arrested in 
January 1942.  Giskes saw him in the S.D. (SD) prison in Scheveningen (Oranje Hotel), 
probably in January.  Schreieder was present and the Leiter III of the Sipo (AOB, this section 
III must likely have been an RSHA section designation), at the time probably a certain Wolff. 
Giskes knows that already at that time when he first saw Van der Reyden the Funk-Abwehr 
was in the possession of the former’s signal plan.  He does not know how this was obtained 
from Van der Reyden.  Giskes heard at this interview that Van der Reyden was in touch with 
a doctor in Wassenaar who was already known to the Sipo.  The doctor in question (AOB, Dr. 
Krediet?) was eventually arrested by the Sipo.  Giskes cannot remember his name. The whole 
affair was handled by the Sipo but Giskes had the impression that Van der Reyden ‘war nicht 
sehr hart”.  He remembers also vaguely that some woman with children possibly Van der 
Reyden’s wife, was mixed up in the affair, Giskes thinks that the Sipo knew so much about 
his contacts that they were in a position to put pressure on him. 
 
       T. Hughes 
 
          Major 
Camp 020 19.7.45.  
 
 

↓ 
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To: Colonel Stephens    From: Mr D.I. Wilson 
Camp 020     B.1.W. (M.I.5) 

Giskes/Huntemann. 
1  Please refer to Progress report of 27.6.45 in the case and to S.I.S.’ (AOB, Secret 
Intelligence Service)  comment which I passed to you on 11.7.45 regarding the Allied agent 
Van der Reyden who (probably in 1941) agreed to work for the Sipo in Holland as a double 
agent, but who achieved no success. 
 Van der Reyden is now under interrogation by S.I.S. Representatives in Holland.  He 
has denied the allegation made against him that he worked for the Germans, and S.I.S. are 
consequently very anxious to have all the details of this case that Giskes or Huntemann can 
remember. 
 Would you be good enough to have them questioned on this particular matter. (AOB, 
bear always in mind, that these files are running backwards in time! Albeit that the Minute 
numbers running logically) 
2  With reference to your yellow Peril of 14th July we also have no trace of Staehle. We are 
passing your information to the interested sections, who may have a comment to make. 
 
PF 601712 (= Giskes’ file) 
18.7.45 for D.I. Wilson 
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Translation (AOB, the report likely was prepared in German language) 

Statement handed in by Huntemann/Giskes  26.6.45. 
 



I.   Names of Prominent Dutchmen arrested through Ridderhof and Lindemans 
 
(a)   Ridderhof. 
 A Dutch university professor, middle-aged, living at Zeist?, whose name Giskes 
cannot remember, was in the Autumn of 1943 arrested whilst trying to cross into Belgium.  
Ridderhof had reported that the Professor was being sent by the “Bram van Oort” group in 
Doorn to England via Spain with information. He travelled on the same route as Apollo of the 
“Nordpol” case.  On his arrest by the Sipo, it was confirmed that he was in possession of 
important espionage material. 
(b)   Christian Lindemans. 
 A Belgium priest (name forgotten), some time in April 1944, (AOB, Giskes was by 
then no longer a member of III F, bout heading FAK 307, mainly operating in Belgium), 
came to Rotterdam via a mission from a Belgium Resistance Group in order to hold a 
conference with a Dutch Escape Organisation which was already known. After Lindemans 
had reported on the priest, he was arrested. 
IINames of other agents in Holland. 
 Van den Berg (cover name), domiciled in Amsterdam. Description .. In 1943 and 
1944, was V-Mann of III F. Handled by Uffz. Christmann, later by Uffz. Bodens. 
IIINames of Resistance or Espionage Group Leaders, and how they were arrested. 
(a)Admiral Quandt, an O.D. (Orde Dienst) leader, was arrested in 1941 by the Sipo. 
 
(b)   A director of the aeroplane factory Fokker in Amsterdam, name forgotten, was arrested 
in 1943 by the Sipo during the breaking up of a Resistance and Espionage Group in 
Amsterdam. 
(c)   A Schoolmaster called Juuten?(Juten?) was arrested in the summer of 1943 at Bergen op 
Zoom as a leader of an espionage group.  He was known to III F and Sipo because in the 
“Nordpol” affair, London gave his name as a contact. 
(d)   A Dutch reserve G.S. (Generale Staff) officer (name forgotten) domiciled in The Hague 
was, according Sipo, arrested in November 1941 as the leader at that time of the O.D. 
(e)   Capt. Zoomer?; a “Doctor Soomer” was, according to a report which reached III F in the 
Spring of 1942, active in the resistance group and was said to be domiciled in Breda. Details 
of his activities were not known. According to reports in the Spring of 1943 (from Dutch 
Resistance circles) Zoomer? (Somers?) Had, in the meantime, become chief of the Dutch I.S. 
He was identified as the Dutch Major Zoomer (AOB, Somers?), formerly instructor of the 
Dutch Military Academy (KMA) in Breda.  On the body of an agent found in a shot down 
A/C (= aircraft) in the middle of 1943, among other things, were found a photograph  of 
Major Zoomer (Somers?) and a micro-photo letter to a relative of his in Holland – a Dutch 
Burgemeester.   The letter was apparently to serve as an introduction fir the agent to Zoomer’s 
relative (Somers?). According to an unconfirmed report in the Autumn of 1943, Zoomer? 
Was in Holland at the time.  
(f)   Engineer Schrijnemakers, who had been employed by the Philips firm in Eindhoven, and 
who had been sent by his firm in the Autumn of 1943 to Sweden,, was known to be in Dutch 
I.S.  Details of the source are unknown. In the luggage  of an agent who landed by parachute 
in Holland in November 1943, was found, amongst other things, a handbill for a film 
première in Stockholm with song words in English, which was taken to be his “poem”. Also 
in the luggage was found a civilian suit which the Sipo had been made in Eindhoven for 
Schrijnemakers. 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Layout of the with Giskes related various Frontaufklärungskommandos and Trupps 
 

Albeit it, that most of you cannot understand the various organisational implications. 
 

Central is Giskes FAT 307 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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2  Allied Agents arrested in Holland not connected with Nordpol. 
 
Early 1941. a Dutch naval cadet whose name have been Ter Haak or Laak.  



who 
Sometime later Van der Reyden, agreed to act as a double agent, was played by the Sipo 
without success. 
 
De Jonge (leader) Were arrested by Sipo about May or June 1943. They had arrived by 
Radema (W/T) M.T.B. (Motor Torpedo Boat) at the beginning of 1943 and had landed  

near Katwijk. Their mission was purely espionage and III F with 
Radema’s assistance tried to establish contact. London must, however, 
been aware of what was happening since, after several schedules, the 
traffic stopped. 

Oordt (W/T)  Was caught by R.D.F. (HF/Dfing) of the Orpo on Whit (Witte) Monday 
1942. 

 
Alblas (W/T)  Call sign T.B.O.  Dutch cadet or sub-Lieutenant.  Worked with success 

for a long time in Holland.  All the efforts of the Orpo and Sipo were 
frustrated by his caution and skill. Was arrested in a trap set by the Sipo 
in the house of his girl friend in the Hague.  He did not give any 
information about his mission or the other members of his group and 
next to Taconis was the best and most valuable agent whom London 
sent to Holland and who fell into German hands. 

 
Niermeier (W/T) Was arrested by the Sipo in Amsterdam after his address had become 

known through the Nordpol traffic. (AOB, mostly a contact address 
suggest from the London side)  He had for several months frustrated the 
efforts of the Orpo (R.D.F. and shadowing) who had brought special 
equipment to Holland for this purpose. (AOB, the application of the 
new so-called: Gürtelpeiler?) 

 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
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↓ 
 



3  Giskes’ Knowledge of British Intelligence Services. 
 Abwehr Abt. III and later Leitstelle III West were in possession of a great deal of 
information and details of the training, personalities, etc. of the services.  As these books of 
reference were available, Giskes did not bother to keep such information in his head, and 
therefore what he can give here is scrappy. 
(AOB, likely Schreieder knew more, as during the course of the Englandspiel this knowledge 
was essential in his tactics against captured agents, and was therefore optimally exploited) 
 
 Exchange of information between the Sipo and III F did not take place except 
occasionally, but Giskes does know that the Sipo had a great deal of information on agents’ 
school in the UK. 
 
 Names of Personalities in S.O.E. 
 The only names recollected by Giskes are Lieut. Colonel Blunt and his successor 
Major Bingham, Miss Bond and Lieut. Knight. 
  

Schools known to Giskes. 
 
a)  Patriotic School (for vetting)   
 
b)  Parachute school in Ringway (four jumps, one by night) 
 
c)  Sabotage school on a small island off Scotland 
 
d)  W/T and cipher school London 
 
The Luftwaffe knew of two airfields from which aircraft carrying agents used to leave 

the U.K. 
 
Funk-Horchdienst and Fluko-Horchdienst. 
 
The Funk-Horchdienst were given special orders the courses of single low-flying 

aeroplanes, and in this way from their reports Giskes was able to get a general picture of the 
scope of dropping operations. 
 
4  Double Play and Spielmaterial. 
 
 Once contact had been made between III F and an Allied Intelligence Service, 
authority for maintaining this contact had to be given by Abwehr Abt. Berlin.  Information 
was divided in four classes:- 
 
 a)  Spielmaterial. 
 
 Spielmaterial, i.e. a stock of information which was kept always ready and as far as up 
to date for passing to the Allies, was supplied either by OKW West or Abteilung III D (AOB, 
Section III D, was the supervising division of Giskes’ concern) which supplied information on 
Germany of political, military or economic nature.  
 
 Normal Routine Traffic. 
 Giskes had a free hand (freie Hand) for the conduct of this and no authority was 
required from III D, but at the end of each month a copy of all signals despatched was sent to 
Abwehr Abt. III Berlin. 
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c)  Answers to Specific Enquiries. 

 All enquiries from the Allies had to be reported immediately to Abt. III. Giskes was given 
authority to prepare drafts for the relevant answers. These draft were first submitted to the 
Headquarters concerned for their approval and then to III D. Information asked for on Germany was 
invariably supplied by III D. 
 d)  Deception. 
 The intelligence branches of the highest service authorities in the occupied countries 
concerned could pass to the relevant Ast information for deception purposes, but in such cases, the 
onus of informing III D was on the originator, i.e.Intelligence branch of the services concerned. 
 
5Referat III D. 
 A small section of the OKW at Berlin (Tirpitzufer (AOB, originally, also Admiral Canaris was 
station there, when he was not abroad) consisting of Leiter, Obst. Schaefer (Schäfer), one technical 
assistant and a woman secretary. 
 With the absorption of the Abwehr by RSHA (AOB, process started after the event of 12 
February 1944),  III D lost all significance and Spielmaterial of all descriptions was distributed 
entirely by the Ic branch of the Oberkommando West and later Leitstelle III West. 
 Giskes states that the whole policy of Spielmaterial and Deception was never thoroughly 
clarifies and with the absorption of III D by the RSHA (AOB, of Amt VI or Amt Mil) general 
confusion seemed reign.  
 One Source of Spielmaterial. 
 Giskes states that genuine seized espionage material was always a good source.  The Dutch 
and Belgian Intelligence Services were in the habit of forwarding material in triplicate by three 
different means and if it could be established that copies of the seized material had already been sent 
through other channels, the seized material, even if correct, was passed through a German-controlled 
channel to inspire confidence.  



Continuing with:  KV 2/963 

  
Giskes Hermann 

PF 601712 
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17.8.45 To U.S. F.E.T. re return of Giskes to Frankfurt 
17.8.45 From Camp 020 … 
17.8.45 Note from DD/WR (War Room) to W.R.C. re disposal of Giskes 
21.8.45 Outgoing cable ..property belonging to Giskes 
21.8.45 From Camp 020 re interrogation of Meisner, Ludwig ? (AOB, Hans?) 
KV 2/963, page 14 

 
 
 



PF 48890 (= William John Hooper: British. Employed by S.I.S. in Holland ..) 
PF 601712 (Giskes’ personal file number)   26th February 1947 
 
Dear Mrs. deleted 
 I refer to your letter CX …deleted 5 G 2 of February 19th and I return herewith your 
copy of the Dutch interrogation of Hermann Joseph Giskes. I am sending you also a 
translation of all the passages in this interrogation report which appear to refer to William 
John Hooper.  We have kept a copy of this translation for our own file and I hope to discuss 
this with John Mariott who is away at the moment.  So far as I can recollect we have had most 
of this information about Hooper before, though his offer of the “Van Sittart” source to be the 
Germans was never before described in such detail.  I find it hard to believe that that the 
Germans did not take some action against Pieck beyond clapping him into a Concentration 
camp. Perhaps some day we may lay our hands on their interrogation of Pieck in relation to 
Hooper’s story.  
       Yours sincerely 
 
            M.F. Serpell  
KV 2/963, page 17 

 
From: Exfor       Organisator’s No. IB.4152 
        Date of origin:  18.5.46 
To: AC of S G-2 USFET (AOB, G-2 = US military intelligence) 
 WARREC 
  Secret. 

Giskes Obstlt. alias Dr. Gerhardt alias German Cluck at present in 
CSDIC* (WEA) subject wanted by Dutch authorities. Have you objections to his 
transfer on loan. 

* = Combined Services Detailed Interrogation Centre 
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(AOB, I prefer that you digest its content yourself) 
A good example how matters were communicated. 

 
 
↓ 
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* B.A.O.R = British Army Over the Rhine (AOB, notice Giskes’ being a Category “A” 
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(AOB, please notice their way of describing a human person: Any enquiries concerning 
Giskes or any request for his body should in future be made direct to B.A.O.R.) 
 

↓ 
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(AOB, my only comment: the point is, that Colonel Stephens was also engaged at an 
detention/interrogation camp in Germany. There Stephens misbehaved so much that he was 
later be dismissed!) 
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WT-C (Mr. Milmo) 
 When I was at USFET last week, I asked Major Saxe whether Colonel Stephens could 
keep Giskes if he should continue to be useful. 
 Major Saxe replied that Giskes could be kept until Colonel Stephens moves to the 
continent but that Giskes should be transferred from Camp 020 to the British Zone (North 
West Germany).  It at that time it appears to be necessary to take Giskes to the British Zone, a 
specific request should be put up to CIB, USFET. 
DD/WR (War Room?) 
17.8.45 Robert Blum 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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 I have read this file with the very greatest interest.  It is most assuming to read how the 
Germans encountered the same difficulties as did in running double agents, and especially in 
conducting bogus acts of sabotage.  In this connection I think Christopher Harmer and Victor 



Rothschild (AOB, the latter mostly was dealing with sabotage related matters) would be 
extremely would be extremely interested to see a copy of the report. 
 One of the most interesting features is that they only employed two agents themselves 
to operate their own wireless sets.  The others, I understand, were imitated by members of the 
German W/T organisation in Holland.  If S.O.E. had employed their wireless finger-printing 
method properly – which I know was in existence in about 1943 – they should surely have 
been able to discover that their own agents were not operating the sets. (AOB, what might 
have influenced the circumstances, was that operators in real danger, being stressed and 
certainly do not proper reproduced their (hand) writing! (finder-printing))  One point I would 
like to have cleared up -is – did they take precaution of operating wireless sets of operating 
wireless sets from the district where the agents were supposed to be located?   This, I think, is 
a very important point, as it was one which you remember was considered of primary 
importance in cases we were running.  
 So far as the distribution of this report is concerned,  I think it is essential that Noaskes 
should have a copy for his own private use, since he is after all responsible for C.I. in 
Holland. Also R.S.S. (RSS)(AOB, Radio Security Service, the Service who was responsible 
for monitoring German regular communications) (HW-Series) must see this report and I 
should be inclined to hand a copy to Morton-Evans.  There is a great deal of evidence in the 
report that the German d/f-ing and mobile units was exceedingly efficient, at any rate in that 
area.  As for distributing this report to USFET, USGCC and the French, I would not be 
prepared to allow this unless I had a clearance from S.O.E.  Would you please take the matter 
up with Delaforce. (AOB, we have already several times encounter him). 
10.8.45     Signed T.A. Robertson 
(AOB, He belonged to M.I.5. and was widely known as “TAR”) 
KV 2/963, page 51 

 
 



War Room 
Incoming Telegram 

  8.8.45 (1330)      Refernce S-16229 
Channel USFET 
 
From:  USFET (Main)(AOB, the river Main) from Sands from SIBERT 
 Singed Eisenhower Cite ETGB I 
 
To : UK Base for CI Wat 
 1.Can Receive nor following prisoners presently at Camp 020 : Kuebart (= Formerly 
Leiter I), Giskes, Huntemann, [Gambke, Raupach, Peters](=forming a single file); Olmes, 
Jost, Lorenz, Naujocks (AOB, the latter is a bad guy, involved with the faked attempt on the 
Reichssender Graudenz, initiating the origin of WW II, on Poland on 31st August 1939). 
 
2Please advice place and date of arrival. 
3This cable is authority for request for transportation through UK base.  
 
KV 2/963, page 54 

 
 Both Giskes and Huntemann have given every assistance to their interrogators and 
their claims to have taken every care they could to ensure that Allied agents discovered 
through their perfectly legitimate activities should not be maltreated, appear to be justified. 
KV 2/963, page 55 

 
Giskes and Huntemann. 
 Brief details of these two cases were given in the monthly summary for June. Their 
interrogation has now been completed and interrogation Reports fully describing the history 
of these two efficient members of the enemy counter0intelligence service have been published 
(internally!)  In addition, a full report has been made out with the cooperation of S.O.E. on the 
successful penetration of an S.O.E. organisation in Holland, This matter was brilliantly 
handled by the Germans who obtained control of a W/T set in 1942 which .. 
 

↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
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 The Camp 020 Interim Report on Giskes refers to two matters which may possibly 
link up in some way with the documents which your are considering in the W.R.D. – G/Bad 
Blankenbergh/III/2. (AOB, likely a German location) 



 Giskes declares that III F Hamburg (AOB, that is where Giskes originally came from) 
were very well informed about personnel of the British Passport Control Office, and he was 
shown a cinema film of the staff and employees which had been taken in 1937-38 from a hulk 
lying opposite the office at The Hague.  He also remembers hearing that some time in 1938 III 
F (counter espionage) and III M (= Marine) Hamburg had supplied to the Passport Control 
Office through a V-Mann false plans of the battleship Tirpitz.  He also refers to a contact 
established by III F Hamburg shortly after the outbreak of war – a German woman named 
Rieke (surname unknown) – who arrived in Holland from England and was later joined by 
one Furstenau (Fürstenau?), a German national of Jewish extraction. 
 
 Rieke reported to the Germans that we had been given a mission by the British 
Intelligence Service and the pair were sent to III F Hamburg.  They were transferred after a 
few weeks to Berlin and their story was not at first believed, but early in 1940 Rieke received 
300 marks through the American Express Co. in Berlin, which aroused the interest of III F 
Hamburg. 
 
 Furstenau (Fürstenau) was a theatrical agent and the German set him up in this job in 
Milan (Mailand), Rieke making contact with a British post-box at the Palace Hotel Lugano 
(Switzerland).  Rieke was given various missions and a certain amount of information was 
passed back to the U.K. of which tow items were outstanding, namely, the detailed German 
plan for the attack on Norway and Denmark in April 1940.  Care was taken that this should 
arrive at Lugano too late to be of use. The other item was the location of the headquarters of 
Flieger General Obst. von Richthofen shortly before the German offensive in May 1940.  This 
location was given falsely as being at Friedenstadt Freudenstadt (Im Schwarzwald) with the 
object of making the Allies to believe that the main thrust would be further to the east than 
where it was actually to take place.  The information passed was prepared by III F Hamburg 
on the instructions of Abt. III D. 
(AOB, please bear in mind, again, that the progress sequence is running in a reverse 
succession)  

↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
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To: Colonel Stephens      From: Mr. Wilson 
 Camp 020 (he headed this camp) 

Giskes and Huntemann. 
 

 Many thanks for the interim Reports and the separate Nordpol report in these cases.  It seems 
to me that these two have very fully covered the activities we know to them.  I have no supplementary 
questions to ask on behalf of the War Room (M.I.5?) although it is possible that other Departments 
particularly S.O.E., may whish to put certain further questions. Everything these two men say is fully 
consistent with other sources of knowledge. 
 There are one or two points which I have not expressly raised on which it is just possible, 
although not perhaps probable, that Giskes might have some useful information. 



 
1Giskes had dealt as fully as he can with the playing back of Allied agents by III F and the attempts to 
deceive the Allies operationally. Is he aware whether operational deception was also passed through 
agents controlled by the Sipo and SD (S.D.), particularly Amt IV (A 2?)? 
 
2It is known that Amt IV in France and Belgium were controlling some Russian W/T agents and 
sending to Moscow false traffic.  (AOB, please notice:  
http://www.cdvandt.org/rote-kapelle-20-july'44.htm as well as:  
http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2-1971-pannwitz.htm and http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2-2074-trepper.htm  
This activity seems to have been controlled by a certain Pannwitz (see foregoing links) sent from 
RSHA Amt IV 2 A for the purpose.  There is said to have been a certain amount of liaison between 
Amt IV and  

 
Abt. III F on this activity, the III F officer principally concerned Piepe.  Giskes may, however, know 
something of the matter. In particular I would like to know what sort of information was transmitted to 
the Russians and whether, and if so, through what channels, Amt IV obtained military deception 
material for this purpose. 
 
3Captured documents show that one Helmut Wehr, a man of many aliases and a red beard covering a 
receding chin, was engaged in a great deal of penetration and deception work both during the war and 
some years beforehand.  Before the war he acted as right-hand man for Protze, then head of III F 
(AOB, then it was up to 1938, as in that year Protze was retired and succeeded by Rohleder in Berlin. 
Since Protze operated (acted) in Holland still incognito in The Netherlands the entire war) Berlin. 
Does Giskes happen to know anything about this man (Onkel Richard), or his activities? 
26.7.45 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/rote-kapelle-20-july'44.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2-1971-pannwitz.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2-2074-trepper.htm
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Basic:  Ltr. Dutch CI Liaison Mission, Hq USFET, File 0502, 11 July 1945, Subject: 
461 (G-2)CIB) 
Office of the AG of S, G-2 (= US military intelligence section). US Forces European Theater,  
APO 757, US Army, 23 July 1945. 
 
To:  CI War Room, London (Via Signals Dispatch and Connecting Services). 
 
 Forwarded. Inasmuch as Giskes was dispatched to Camp 020 on 24 May 1945. 
    

 The AC of S. G-2: 
    Dupre Sassard 
    Lt.Col. GSC. 
    Excecutive. 

 
 
 

 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
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Dutch CI Liaison Mission  

CIB G-2 Division 
APO 757 

No. 0502        11 July 1945 
 
Subject : Giskes Hermann Josef. 
 
To :  Commanding Officer SCI.12th Army Group (in Germany). 
 
It is requested that the subject be further interrogated along the following lines: 
 



a  His knowledge about Ast Hamburg (AOB, this Ast is where Giskes’ career once started)  
headed by Korvetten Kapitän Mayer which has been located for some time at Hengelo 
Holland. (AOB, Ast Hamburg’s Leiter was Herbert Wichmann, maybe meant a sub-branch 
(Nebenstelle))  Two of Mayer’s principal agents were Huschka and de Vries. Probably these 
two planed the post-war underground activities of which trace have been found in Holland. 
(AOB, meant was Stay Behind, in Germany known as: R-Agenten)  the name of this 
organization is R.V.V. (resistance movement) (Not to be confused with the anti-Nazi 
organisation of the same name).  
b  From the interrogation report of Fritz Leinung: Lindenallee 41 Elten, arrested 8 June 1945 
in Elten, it is revealed that Leinung was engaged in espionage activities since October 1929 
till August 1942.  From November 1941 on, when Giskes took over III F he was employed by 
the latter. The covering name of Leinung was Leyser and he mainly engaged in interception 
of messages send by Allied Agents and underground people. Leinung states that 40 to 50 
Dutchmen were used by Giskes as penetration agents and informants.  Information about 
requiring of these informants and their names are requested. 
 
        J. Barbou van Roosteren 
        1st Lt. Royal Netherland Army 
 
 

Termination 31 January 2019 


